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Abstract
Reconstructing ancestral species is a challenging endeavour: fossils are often 
scarce or enigmatic, and inferring ancestral characters based on novel molecular 
approaches (e.g. comparative genomics or developmental genetics) has long been 
controversial. A key philosophical challenge pertinent at present is the lack of a 
theoretical framework capable of evaluating inferences of homology made through 
integration of multiple kinds of evidence (e.g. molecular, developmental, or mor-
phological). Here, I present just such a framework. I start with a brief history and 
critical assessment of attempts at inferring morphological homology through devel-
opmental genetics. I then bring attention to a recent model of homology, namely 
Character Identity Mechanisms (DiFrisco et al. 2020), intended partly to elucidate 
the relationships between morphological characters, developmental genetics, and 
homology. I utilise and build on this model to construct the evaluative framework 
mentioned above, which judges the epistemic value of evidence of each kind in 
each particular case based on three proposed criteria: effectiveness, admissibility, 
and informativity, as well as providing a generalised guideline on how it can be 
scientifically operationalised. I then point out the evolution of the eumetazoan body 
plan as a case in point where the application of this framework can yield satisfac-
tory results, both empirically and conceptually. I will conclude with a discussion on 
some potential implications for more general philosophy of biology and philosophy 
of science, especially surrounding evidential integration, models and explanation, 
and reductionism.
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Introduction: finding homology in the deeps

Reconstructing characters and character states of extinct ancestral organisms faces 
the general challenge of every historical science: making inferences about things that 
are no longer directly observable. There are few research areas where this challenge 
manifests itself as strongly as in the reconstruction of early animals: this area of 
research—crucial to understanding how metazoan complexity has evolved—suffers 
from scarcity of fossil evidence, and where such evidence exists it tends to be enig-
matic and hard to place within a broader context, largely because candidate metazoan 
Precambrian fossils are not easily comparable to most living animals (Budd 2015). 
Furthermore, comparative morphology is in dispute over key early metazoan charac-
ters, especially the general body plan and its more specialised derivations (Genikhov-
ich and Technau 2017; Nielsen 2019; Nielsen et al. 2018). Another way to phrase this 
challenge is to describe it as discerning homologous from non-homologous characters 
in the absence of extensive evidence. Is segmentation an ancestral bilaterian charac-
ter (homology), or did it evolve independently in different taxa (non-homology)? Is 
the bilaterian antero-posterior axis homologous to the anthozoan directive axis or the 
oral-aboral axis, or neither? Is larval morphology conserved across metazoan evolu-
tion or are different larvae the result of convergent evolution?

The introduction of molecular approaches to discerning homology and all the 
evidence associated with them has not comprehensively solved the problem either. 
This is unsurprising, as introducing new evidence and methodology often adds as 
many problems as it solves; these new problems share with the original ones only the 
explanandum. It has long been recognised that phenomena studied directly by devel-
opmental genetics, such as patterns of gene expression or cis- and trans-regulatory 
processes, are not always strongly associated across phylogeny with the morpho-
logical characters they are deemed to causally underlie (Abouheif 1997; Haag 2014; 
Nielsen and Martinez 2003; True and Haag 2001; Wagner 2014; Wray 2007; Wray 
and Abouheif 1998). This has led some authors towards skepticism about whether 
such approaches could be at all informative for discerning morphological homologies 
(Jenner 2006).

But this skepticism goes too far. As long as two or more approaches are targeted 
at the same overarching phenomenon (in this case evolutionary history of characters) 
it should at least be possible to take steps towards integrating their findings, ideally 
through methodological integration. In this particular context this means an under-
standing of morphological homology that takes into account evidence from vari-
ous sources, including traditional morphological approaches as well as more recent 
molecular approaches: unity in the explanandum alongside diversity in the explan-
antia necessitates an integrative methodological framework. Here, the aim is to pro-
vide exactly that. I will bring into attention a recent model of homology: that of the 
Character Identity Mechanism or “ChIM” for short (DiFrisco et al. 2020). This lays 
the groundwork for such an integrative framework as is required for early metazoan 
research. I will then propose a three-level integrative approach based on this model 
that is centred on informing hypotheses of morphological homology by taking into 
account not only traditional morphological approaches but also developmental genet-
ics, the degree of association between characters identified by each approach, and 
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the interplay between statistical and causal explanations in a broader phylogenetic 
context. I will conclude with a brief discussion of prospects and challenges, as well as 
possible bearings on the philosophy of biology and philosophy of science more gen-
erally. But I will first go into a bit more depth on traditional and molecular approaches 
to homology and discuss their respective strengths and weaknesses in order to make 
a case for the importance of integrative approaches.

Homology, morphology, and phylogenetics: an incomplete picture

A brief history of homology

The term homology was coined by the 19th century naturalist Richard Owen in 
the following oft-quoted terms: “the same organ under every variety of form and 
function”. This “sameness” (Novick 2018; Ramsey and Siebels Peterson 2012) was 
deemed highly valuable as a concept that could enable the comparison of variants on 
the same fundamental “type” (organs or body parts) across different species, which in 
turn enabled robust taxonomic groupings such as vertebrates (vertebral column), tet-
rapods (four pentadactyl limbs), and so on (Hall 2013; Rieppel 1994). It also enabled 
comparisons between living and extinct organisms, and therefore the reconstruction 
of evolutionary history; though, in fact, while homology was initially conceived as an 
essentialist, ahistorical concept, the Darwinian view of evolution gave it a historical 
explanation on the grounds of common descent: under this view, homologues were 
traits that belonged to the “same” category because they had been inherited from a 
corresponding trait in the last common ancestor of the species exhibiting them (Hall 
2012; Mayr 1982).

This evolutionary conception of homology was later solidified with the advent of 
cladistics and modern phylogenetics, where homologues formed the basis of phy-
logenetic classification as traits that were shared by two or more species; shared 
derived traits (synapomorphies) in particular, which pick out or define clades, were 
identified with homologies (Cracraft 2005; Patterson 1982, 1988). The value of this 
general approach became even more apparent with the rise of molecular genetics 
due to (1) the clear applicability of the homology concept to genes based on their 
patterns of inheritance and, as a consequence, their sequence similarities; and (2) the 
use of genetic homology to construct phylogenies based on genetic data that have, for 
the most part, corroborated phylogenies based on more traditional methods such as 
comparative morphology (Giribet and Edgecombe 2019; Nielsen 2012). Moreover, 
while homology was originally assessed on the basis of shape, transitional states, 
and topological correspondence of sub-parts (Remane 1956; Rieppel 1994), further 
criteria have since been added that are applicable to morphological as well as (argu-
ably) genetic characters.

Nonetheless, phylogenetic/morphological approaches to homology struggle with 
addressing a number of conceptual issues. These include (1) character continuity, (2) 
serial homology, and (3) character individuation; and have recently been reviewed 
(DiFrisco, 2020). I will now briefly discuss these and the closely related issue of 
explaining homology.
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Issues faced by the phylogenetic/morphological approach

One phylogenetic way to define homology is, as tacitly mentioned above, in terms of 
character continuity due to common descent (Hall 2012; Novick 2018; Wagner 2007, 
2014). Under this view, the mouse Pax6 gene (a classic example) is homologous to 
the fly eyeless gene because they have been continuously present in both lineages 
since they split up sometime in the late Precambrian (Shubin et al. 2009). Likewise, 
the vertebrate lung and the teleost swim bladder are homologous due to the same 
reason. However, this appeal to continuity as something crucial to defining homology 
runs into two problems where morphological characters are concerned: the first is 
that unlike genes, morphological traits are in fact not normally continuously present 
since they need to develop anew in each generation; the second is that characters lost 
in evolution sometimes reappear (Collin and Miglietta 2008; Kohlsdorf and Wagner 
2006; Kurtén 1963).

Another shortcoming of this general approach is that it fails to account for serial 
homologues. Broadly speaking, serial homologues consist of traits whose homo-
logues are found within the same organism, rather than in other organisms in the 
same or different species (Hall 2012; Novick 2018). Examples include the serially 
repeated limbs of arthropods or their segments (repeated structures in general tend to 
be captured by this concept) at the morphological level, and paralogous rather than 
orthologous genes at the genetic level. The phylogenetic approach fails to account for 
serial homology because, in basic terms, the lineages along which serial homologues 
can be traced at best only partially overlap with species lineages—those with which 
phylogenetics is normally concerned (e.g. paralogous gene trees vs. species trees).

The third problem is the internal incompleteness of the phylogenetic approach to 
homology with respect to individuating traits: the phylogenetic approach on its own 
has no way of independently individuating—i.e. picking out—the characters whose 
homology it tests. These characters cannot be picked out at random: while some pos-
sible characters would be absurdly counterintuitive (e.g. eyebrows + appendix), even 
more obvious characters often need to be picked quite carefully in order to carry 
phylogenetic signal (e.g. whether the entire arm or the forearm should be taken as the 
individual character). Traditionally, phylogenetics has relied principally on compara-
tive morphology (as well as embryology—see below) as the source of individuated 
characters, and this approach has been successful for the most part; and, in turn, bet-
ter-resolved phylogenies resulting from better-individuated characters have informed 
character choice in comparative morphology (Hall 2012; Williams and Ebach 2020). 
However, there have been a number of notable cases where more recent molecular 
phylogenies (effectively independent evidence) have decisively invalidated previ-
ously widely-accepted character homologies by overturning long-held phylogenetic 
trees, leading to doubt about the sufficiency of morphological evidence alone in indi-
viduating characters. A notable example here is the breaking up of the former Articu-
lata, which consisted of arthropods and annelids combined, based on the inference 
of homology between segmentation in arthropods and annelids among a majority of 
non-segmented protostome phyla (Garey 2001; Nielsen 2012).

The three issues briefly outlined here all point to a more general epistemic gap in 
the traditional approach to homology: they all result from an inherent shortcoming 
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in providing causal explanations for character homology. What explains the reap-
pearance of characters in ontogeny and occasionally phylogeny? What explains the 
intuitive sameness of serial homologues? Finally: what explains the individuation of 
characters? In other words: why do some characters exhibit ontogenetic and phylo-
genetic stability and individuality, whereas others do not?

Developmental genetics: conservation and dissociation

Developmental genetics

Morphological traits—at least stable, individuated ones—can be seen as consistent 
patterns that are caused by presumably consistent underlying processes. It is there-
fore plausible that in order to provide causal explanations for their ontogenetic and 
phylogenetic stability and individuality we should turn to investigating the stability 
and individuality of their underlying developmental processes. In this section, I will 
broadly outline one of the most prominent developmental approaches to homology—
developmental genetics—and how it attempts to resolve the issues raised above. As 
we shall see, while this approach adds invaluable insight for the purposes of explain-
ing homology, they have—at least so far—fallen short of achieving their purported 
aims for reasons I will discuss.

To start with, let us go back to the first problem: a purely phylogenetic account of 
homology has difficulty with the fact that morphological characters are generally not 
continuously present throughout ontogeny, and are in some cases not even continu-
ously present throughout phylogeny (e.g. atavisms)1.

One very abstract way to deal with this problem is to delegate homology to the 
level of the underlying information which is continuously present throughout ontog-
eny as well as phylogeny; in other words, to define homology in terms of “continuity 
of information” (Ramsey and Siebels Peterson 2012; Van Valen 1982). Somewhat 
more concretely, this can be referred to as the genetic level, since it is presumably 
the genes that are continuously present and contain the relevant information; in turn, 
this is because it is presumably the genes that control developmental processes. This 
forms the basis of the developmental genetic approach, whereby the homology of 
two or more characters is assessed (or even defined, depending on the account—see 
below) on the basis of the genes that are causally involved in its development. This 
is a highly functionalist and reductionist approach, in that it takes development to 
be a function of genes and how they interact with each other, the relevant informa-
tion for all of which is taken to be contained within the genome of the organism; 
more specifically, it takes genes to fully explain traits—in other words, it reduces 
traits to genes (Griesemer 2001, 2006). This general approach also has the poten-

1  It should be noted that while the occasional lack of phylogenetic continuity seems genuinely problematic 
for an account of homology that relies on sameness due to phylogenetic continuity, the general lack of 
ontogenetic continuity, even though sometimes raised a serious issue (Novick 2018), in fact is not so. This 
is because a phylogenetic account ought to be insensitive to continuity (or lack thereof) on ontogenetic 
timescales. It is irrelevant to know how characters appear in each generation of each species, as long as 
they are in fact normally present within given species at the relevant point in the life cycle (Wagner 2014).
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tial to resolve the other two problems raised in the previous section: serial homol-
ogy and character individuation. By finding homology in the underlying genetic 
level, serial homologues can be recognised as such via their shared genetic under-
pinnings—which are of course expressed in a different morphogenetic context (e.g. 
forelimbs and hindlimbs). Similarly, the same key idea of genetic underpinnings of 
a trait could potentially capture traits that are (1) not arbitrarily defined because they 
are individuated on the basis of such genetic underpinnings, and which also are (2) 
phylogenetically and ontogenetically stable because their genetic underpinnings are 
phylogenetically and ontogenetically robust. Thus, pushing homology “down one 
level” seems, at first glance, to make it explainable in terms of the lower-level entities 
(genes) and their interactions.

Moreover, this approach has an obvious strength: genes are things that can be 
sequenced and experimentally manipulated, and the results of such experiments can 
be quantified and carefully examined, and it has thus been perceived as less “subjec-
tive” due to it being a task that is often not as straightforwardly carried out under the 
more traditional morphological methods. I will now turn to some rather unsurprising 
complications arising from this generally reductionist/functionalist approach.

Conservation and dissociation

Some of the most vital empirical findings supporting and fuelling a developmen-
tal genetic approach to homology have been the discoveries of highly conserved 
genes with highly conserved functional roles in the development of phylogenetically 
disparate animals (Carroll 1995; Davidson and Erwin 2006; Erwin and Davidson 
2009; Wagner 2014); some of the most widely-known examples being the conserved 
role of Hox gene expression along the antero-posterior axis of bilaterians and the 
directive axis of anthozoans and its role in patterning the axes (Arendt 2018; Car-
roll 1995; Genikhovich and Technau 2017; He et al. 2018; Peterson et al. 2000), 
the conserved role of Pax6/eyeless in the formation of eyes in Drosophila and Mus 
(Halder et al. 1995), and the extensive role of conserved signalling pathways such as 
cWnt or cBMP in body plan and organ (especially limb) formation across bilaterians 
(DuBuc et al. 2018; Ferguson 1996; Genikhovich et al. 2015; Genikhovich and Tech-
nau 2017; Jager et al. 2013; Martindale 2005; Niehrs 2010; Nielsen et al. 2018; Pan-
ganiban et al. 1997; Shubin et al. 1997; Tarazona et al. 2019)—to name only a few. 
To be more explicit, the general argument from these cases is that the conservation 
of developmental genetic characters that underlie conserved morphological charac-
ters—or more succinctly the robustness of correlation/association between genetic 
and morphological traits—vindicates the developmental genetic approach as a poten-
tially powerful explanatory tool for the stability and individuality of morphological 
traits and their homology.

Nevertheless, this issue was criticised quite early on by several authors on the 
basis that it does not always pick out the right homologues (Abouheif 1997; Bolker 
and Raff 1996; Dickinson 1995; Nielsen and Martinez 2003; Wray and Abouheif 
1998). For example, morphological/phylogenetic approaches to homology decisively 
rule out the homology of vertebrate and insect eyes or that of bilaterian “limbs”; this 
has led to some authors questioning whether developmental genetics has anything 
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at all to say about morphological homology (Jenner 2006). This leads us to a deeper 
question: where is the source of this tension between the two broad approaches? 
Why do developmental genetic characters tend often to be dissociated from/only 
partially associated with morphological characters, contrary to the assumptions of 
developmental genetics? Does this leave any space for developmental genetics being 
informative for inferring morphological homology?

First, let us examine the two broad causal processes that give rise to dissocia-
tion between morphological and developmental genetic characters over the course of 
phylogenesis. These are co-option and Developmental System Drift or DSD (Chip-
man 2010; Erwin, 2009; Haag 2014; Jaeger 2018; Lowe and Stolfi 2018; Nahmad 
et al. 2008; Sanetra et al. 2005; True and Haag 2001). Co-option is taken here to 
broadly refer to cases where the same (e.g. homologous) gene or set of genes has 
been recruited for a function other than the original function; a notable example is 
the co-option of the genetic system involved in limb formation in insects to produce 
butterfly “eyespots” (Brunetti et al. 2001). DSD broadly refers to (normally gradual) 
changes in the underlying genetics of a trait in spite of the stability of the trait itself—
a well-documented evolutionary phenomenon most famously known from studies on 
the nematode vulva, where extensive DSD has occurred in relatively closely-related 
species (Haag 2014). In more abstract terms, of these two evolutionary mechanisms 
the robustness of association is broken—assuming the developmental genetic and 
morphological characters in question were associated to begin with (i.e. in the last 
common ancestor of the clade)—under one class of cases by the developmental 
genetic character remaining the same while the morphological character changes/is 
no longer the same (co-option) or vice versa (DSD).

Deep homology, developmental genetic definition of homology, and GRNs

There have been three general attempts at tackling the issue of dissociation without 
having to give up on the developmental genetic approach entirely. I will now briefly 
discuss these three attempts and argue that none of them are entirely satisfactory.

Deep homology

The concept of deep homology (Shubin et al. 1997, 2009) attempts to capture cases 
where two morphological traits that may or may not be homologous—e.g. vertebrate 
and arthropod eyes—have some shared underlying genetic basis such as the expres-
sion of Pax6/eyeless during their development. The claim that the two are deeply 
homologous is supposed to convey that both have likely evolved from a common 
eye progenitor, perhaps similar to the eyespots found in platyhelminths or acoels; 
and that co-option and/or DSD have resulted in the divergence of the morphological 
and the developmental genetic traits in question over the course of phylogenesis. 
By doing so, the concept has been taken to avert the conflict that results from dis-
sociation between the two levels. However, this is a deeply unsatisfying approach: 
instead of explaining the individuation and stability of morphological traits such as 
eyes it explains them away by simply admitting that some traits have some features 
in common—e.g. some of the genes involved in their development—and thereby 
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giving us no actual way of distinguishing between genuine morphological homology 
(e.g. eyes of insects and crustaceans) and convergence (e.g. eyes of vertebrates and 
insects). In other words, the deep homology of vertebrate and insect eyes has almost 
nothing to do with the homology of eyes present in adult organisms (i.e. whether the 
last common ancestor of vertebrates and insects had eyes comparable to the complex 
eyes present in the two groups), and almost everything to do with the presence of eye 
progenitors (i.e. simple “embryonic” eyes) in their last common ancestor.

Developmental genetic definition of homology

If one takes morphological homology as elusive or indeed “subjective”, leading to 
misguided phylogenetic trees and character reconstructions due to the inherent dif-
ficulties of discerning convergence from shared origins, then why not dispose of 
it altogether and come up with a new definition of homology based on the more 
quantifiable and “objective” genes? This is the approach that I have chosen to call 
the developmental genetic definition of homology. It consists of redefining homology 
as pertaining to genetic characters rather than morphological ones; in other words 
claiming that morphological homology is reducible to genetic homology. It ulti-
mately relies on the fact that genes are highly amenable to homology claims due to 
their high-fidelity mode of inheritance but takes one big step further by claiming that 
genetic characters are, at least in practice, the only characters for which homology 
claims can reliably be made. This approach stems from studies on the evolution of 
cell types: though extensive gene expression data from various cell types—molecular 
fingerprints, in other words—were initially used as additional characters to assess 
cell type homology (Arendt 2008; Arendt et al. 2015, 2019), they were later taken to 
form a definition of cell type identity (and therefore homology) under the Core Regu-
latory Complex (CoRC) model (Arendt et al. 2016). This is unsurprising because 
in terms of levels of organisation cells are not far above genes, and it is therefore 
plausible that their properties could be to some extent reducible to those of their 
genes. Nonetheless, by shifting the focus from morphological to genetic characters 
this approach misses the explanandum—which is, again, the individuation and stabil-
ity of morphological traits—in a manner similar to but stronger than deep homology: 
in other words, its explanations cease to be about what was originally meant to be 
explained. Thus, while it might be a useful methodological commitment to deal with 
questions about cell type homology, it is less likely to be useful for approaching the 
homology of higher-level traits such as organs and organ systems.

Gene regulatory networks

A more overarching approach—indeed virtually present in most rigorous develop-
mental genetic studies (Wagner 2014) (including those briefly discussed in the pre-
ceding paragraphs)—consists of not focusing simply on one or a few genes but sets 
of genes and how they functionally interact with each other in a Gene Regulatory 
Network or GRN (Davidson and Erwin 2006). GRNs are potentially far more explan-
atory because virtually no morphological trait is underpinned by the expression of 
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one or a few genes2; this is especially true of complex traits such as organs which are 
of most interest to comparative research. Crucially, the relative complexity of GRNs 
makes them potentially far more useful in tracing homology and discerning it from 
convergence. Thus, it is far more plausible that if morphological homology is to be 
traced by proxy of some underlying genetic factors, these will come in the form of a 
GRN. Indeed, one of the most sophisticated and demonstrably explanatory develop-
mental genetic models of homology is that of Character Identity Networks (ChINs) 
(Wagner 2007, 2014), where a ChIN is a conserved GRN that underlies the identity 
and individuality of stable morphological traits such as insect forewings, or metazoan 
cell types3 (Fig. 1). The ChIN model attempts to resolve the issue of conservation 
and dissociation via a three-stage model of the genetics of character development. 
In the first stage, positional information is encoded by signalling gradients resulting 
in the determination of character position (e.g. position of the forewing in the body 
plan); in the second stage, the ChIN is expressed and determines the identity of the 
developing morphological trait (e.g. forewing rather than hindwing or antenna); and 
in the last stage “realiser/effector” genes determine the state of the morphological 
character (e.g. elytron rather than flight wing). Under this model, while all three 
stages are causally involved in the generation of the morphological character, only 
the second stage needs to be conserved as it is the stage that determines the identity 
of the character (two characters with the same identity would be considered homolo-
gous). In fact, this model fits nicely with an abundance of evidence (Wagner 2014). 
Evolutionary changes in the “upstream” positional information genes are irrelevant 
to homology as long as the same character develops (this also neatly explains serial 

2  Notwithstanding traits with simple inheritance—the “Mendelian” traits”. In these cases as well as more 
generally, single genes never really “underlie” a trait in a strong sense; rather, they act as “difference mak-
ers” (Schäfer 2003).
3  This is in reference to the CoRC (Core Regulatory Complex) model of cell type specification. While 
this model “comes with” a developmental genetic definition of homology its explanatory power is not 
diminished by the definition as they are in fact logically independent of each other. For more details see 
(DiFrisco and Jaeger 2020).

Fig. 1 Character Identity Mech-
anisms are evolutionarily stable 
relative to upstream signals 
(positional information) and 
downstream effectors (realiser 
genes), as represented by the 
hourglass figure; modified from 
(DiFrisco et al. 2020)
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homology), and changes in the “downstream” realiser only result in changes in the 
character state (elytra vs flight wing) and not changes in character identity (forewing 
rather than hindwing).

Nevertheless, the ChIN model has some serious limitations: while ChINs are 
envisaged as networks of transcription factors, some key metazoan characters are 
determined by signalling pathways—most notably the basic eumetazoan body plan 
(see below). Furthermore, it does not address the role of other regulatory factors such 
as non-coding RNAs in character identity. It therefore seems that the ChIN model is 
only explanatory in a limited number of cases, and a more general model of character 
identity is needed in order to expand its explanatory scope. This is the topic of the 
next section.

Character identity mechanisms: a new model of homology

The ChIN model has been modified in a recent paper (DiFrisco et al. 2020) primarily 
in order to overcome the problem of its limited explanatory scope. The new model is 
termed Character Identity Mechanisms (ChIMs). As the name suggests, the use of 
the word mechanism is intended to capture a broad class of phenomena that includes 
ChINs, but extends much further by not being restricted to GRNs as the sort of things 
that could in principle explain the individuation and stability of morphological traits; 
rather, the mechanisms now comprise processes that underlie phenotypic traits at 
different levels of organisation including cell types, simple and complex tissues, and 
organs—each of these requiring their own class of developmental processes. A dis-
tinguishing feature of the ChIM model is that it defines ChIMs, roughly speaking, as 
processes that possess a number of core properties, though none of these properties 
are neither necessary nor sufficient. Rather, they form a property cluster which means 
they tend to be causally interconnected and therefore frequently co-occur. These 
include modularity, complex organisation, necessity for particular functional out-
comes, causal non-redundancy, less replaceability compared to upstream signals and 
downstream effectors, a high degree of burden, and high evolutionary conservation, 
which together should give rise to phylogenetic traceability. Collectively, what these 
properties achieve is precisely what is needed for an explanatory model of homol-
ogy: they enable ChIMs to explain the stability and individuation of morphological 
characters by virtue of their own stability and individuation, both ontogenetically and 
phylogenetically, without attempting to reduce morphological traits to underlying 
mechanisms. Furthermore, having a cluster of properties allows the incorporation of 
a broad range of causally distinct processes underlying distinct morphological traits 
(e.g. cell types and organs).

Of special importance in the context of inferring homology is traceability. One 
of the key criteria for inferring homology is that the trait under study should be as 
traceable in phylogeny as possible (though this is often hard to establish in practice), 
since traceability enables the researcher to discern cases of homology from cases 
of homoplasy where traits appear independently in phylogeny and are therefore not 
continuously present down to the last common ancestor of the species, and are thus 
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ontologically untraceable4. Traceability at the level of underlying mechanisms can 
further corroborate hypotheses of complexity where morphological evidence alone is 
insufficient to infer homology or non-homology.

Developmental mechanisms and morphological homology: an 
integrative approach

Perhaps the most attractive feature of the ChIM model for early metazoan research is 
that it lays the groundwork for a truly integrative approach to inferring morphological 
homology, something that is painfully absent from the existing literature. The aim of 
this section is to introduce exactly such an approach. As we will see, this approach 
can account for evidence from comparative morphology as well as developmental 
biology (including comparative embryology and developmental genetics) and inte-
grate them using a combination of statistical/correlational and mechanistic/causal 
methods, all within an overarching phylogenetic background.

Inferring trees and inferring homologies

As a prelude, it should be stressed that there are two broad classes of phylogenetic 
inferences both interwoven with homology inferences: (1) inferring the topology of 
phylogenetic trees(i.e. the way lineages are related to each other), and (2) inferring 
the characters and character states of ancestral species. In the former class character 
homologies are held fixed by being inferred independently, for example through clas-
sical methods such as anatomical correspondence or comparison with fossils in the 
case of morphological traits, sequence similarity in the case of genes, and the four 
“handles for homology” in the case of ChIMs. The distribution of homologous char-
acters is then used to infer the most plausible explanation in terms of tree topology5, 
normally via Bayesian, maximum likelihood, or parsimony-based methods. None-
theless, tree topology can be informative for inferring character homologies, espe-
cially for characters of uncertain homology status. Consider the revision of homology 
between arthropod and annelid segmentation (Garey 2001) or the shared lack of a 
coelom in platyhelminths and acoels (Hejnol and Pang 2016) in light of more recent 
molecular phylogenies. This brings us to the latter class of inferences, whereby char-
acter homologies—and thus the characters and character states of ancestral species—
are inferred against the ideally fixed background of tree topologies.

Crucially, this shows us that in order to infer character homologies it is never suf-
ficient to rely exclusively on phylogenies (whether using congruence-based methods 
of the very same characters or independent evidence) or evidence pertaining to the 
characters themselves (e.g. anatomical correspondence). The best possible course 
of action is to find the most plausible evolutionary scenarios using all available evi-

4  Epistemological untraceability would simply result from lack of evidence and is not the issue at stake 
here.
5  Strictly speaking, tree topology is merely a formal representation of the historical branching of lineages 
within a cladistic model.
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dence, though this often means breaking down our scientific questions into classes 
such as the two distinguished here, which would require idealisations such as assum-
ing a fixed tree topology. Indeed, the integrative approach to be discussed now makes 
this exact idealisation in order to retain explanatory power; though, as we shall see 
near the end of this section, it can be further integrated into a more overarching 
framework incorporating methods aimed at inferring tree topologies.

Correlational and mechanistic approaches

So far, we have seen how developmental approaches to homology rest on the assump-
tion that if the mechanisms underlying morphological/phenotypic characters (be they 
genes, morphogenetic processes, etc.) are understood then one can make more pre-
cise inferences about the homology of these characters; and that this tends to run 
into problems because such underlying mechanisms are often dissociated to lesser or 
greater degrees from those characters across phylogeny. Often the problem has been 
that what was initially identified as the mechanism later turned out to be merely a 
non-essential part of the mechanism, such as specific genes involved in the develop-
ment of vertebrate and insect eyes (Shubin et al. 2009) or nematode vulvas (Haag 
2014). This problem can be construed in two ways: firstly, as an error in identifying 
the right mechanism; and, secondly, as a mismeasurement of the degree of associa-
tion between the morphological and developmental characters. The first construal is 
relevant to causal/mechanistic methods: it opens the way for experimental science to 
attempt to identify the right mechanism, and the ChIM model is the prime conceptual 
candidate to guide this type of research. The second construal is relevant to correla-
tional/statistical methods: it opens the way for the measurement of degrees of asso-
ciation between characters of the two kinds, which in turn enables the integration of 
developmental evidence into a phylogenetic approach aimed at inferring homologies. 
Furthermore, such a method would need to rest on a conceptual basis that provides 
guidelines on how to make inferences based on the evidence.

A key conceptual requirement for evidence to be useful for making homology 
inferences consists in satisfying the following three criteria: effectiveness, admis-
sibility, and informativity. I will now explain these in turn using examples from the 
literature, which will simultaneously elucidate how developmental evidence can be 
integrated into a phylogenetic approach. Next, I will turn to the more overarching 
integrative approach to inferring homology.

Effectiveness

Effectiveness of developmental evidence in this context refers to the degree to which 
it can potentially change prior confidence in homology or non-homology of a mor-
phological trait. Consider the classic example of the non-homology of vertebrate and 
insect eyes. In this and other similar cases, morphological analysis strongly discon-
firms the hypothesis of homology between these two organs: both have highly com-
plex structures with barely any anatomical correspondence of parts between them 
and other living bilaterian lineages and the fossil record shows clearly that the organs 
cannot be traced back to their last common ancestor (Nielsen 2012). Therefore, even 
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relatively strong developmental genetic evidence—e.g. similarities between GRN 
structure rather than mere shared use of specific genes—should point to co-option 
rather than homology: the developmental evidence here is therefore dubbed as inef-
fective. The same could be said about cases where morphological studies are con-
clusive with respect to character homology, such as the aforementioned nematode 
vulva: differences in underlying genetics are best interpreted as being a result of DSD 
rather than morphological convergence (Haag 2014). It is only in cases where mor-
phological evidence alone is inconclusive that developmental evidence (as well as 
other sources of evidence more generally) can potentially tilt the inference in favour 
of either homology or non-homology—thereby being effective.

Admissibility

In order for developmental evidence to be admissible, the developmental characters 
themselves need to be homologous across the clade under study. Genuine cases of 
inadmissibility are difficult to point out because virtually any study seeking to use 
developmental evidence starts with the discovery of conserved underlying genes or 
GRNs. Nonetheless, admissibility is indeed a requirement for the validity of integra-
tive homology inferences: suppose two genes deemed previously to be orthologous 
underlying the same morphological trait turned out to be in fact paralogous. Since 
paralogous genes are frequently co-opted to perform similar functions, the evidence 
would be less admissible than previously assumed. The importance of admissibility 
should become clearer when it is put together with effectiveness to feed into the next 
criterion: informativity.

Informativity

Homologous genes, GRNs, or morphogenetic processes—i.e. developmental 
traits—combined with uncertainty from morphology alone has nothing to say about 
morphological homology. As discussed above, the final ingredient is the degree of 
association between characters at the two levels. Consider a relatively recent study 
(Martín-Durán et al. 2018) where the authors argue for the convergent evolution of 
bilaterian nerve cords. In their analysis, they first show that the common expression 
pattern of a number of homeobox genes involved in the spatial specification of nerve 
cords in a few classic model organisms is in fact not shared by representatives from 
taxa that had not been previously studied, which nonetheless possess nerve cords. 
They then cite this as a reason against the informativity of the developmental genetic 
evidence in this case, followed by an inference of non-homology of the nerve cords 
across Bilateria based on morphological evidence alone. In other words, the authors 
show that there is no significant degree of association between characters at the two 
levels, and the evidence is therefore uninformative.

Granted that the developmental evidence provided is both effective and admis-
sible, a strongly positive and a strongly negative association are both informative: 
the former suggests homology, and the latter non-homology. While I am unaware of 
any examples of the latter (possibly due to selection bias), the next part of this paper 
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(Reconstructing the ancestral eumetazoan body plan) will provide a strong example 
of the former.

Three levels of integration

Before turning to the case of the eumetazoan body plan, it should be emphasised that 
the overarching framework being proposed here consists of three levels of evidential 
integration. These are (1) integrating developmental and morphological evidence in 
a correlational approach, (2) integrating the correlational approach with a causal/
mechanistic approach to infer homology more precisely, and (3) integrating homol-
ogy inferences with phylogenetic tree inferences to come to evolutionary scenarios 
that account for as many sources of evidence as fully as possible. I will now discuss 
the first and second levels in the following paragraphs but forego discussion of the 
third in this paper for want of space.

As we saw in the preceding subsection, the first level of integration basically con-
sists in finding correlations between morphological and developmental characters 
and using such correlations and, if the relevant criteria are met, to update previously 
uncertain homology inferences (Fig. 2). The main reason why it is merely correla-
tions between characters that are being utilised here is that degrees of correlation can 
feature in the essentially statistical science of cladistic phylogenetics. Put another 

Fig. 2 Effectiveness, admissibility, and informativity of developmental evidence when integrated with 
morphological evidence. The x axis represents confidence in developmental genetic homology, the y axis 
represents confidence in morphological homology based on morphological evidence alone, and the z axis 
represents degree of association (= correlation) between the two traits across a clade. All three parameters 
range (-1, 1)
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way, the purpose of this correlational approach is to estimate the probability of the 
presence/absence of a character in the last common ancestor of a clade—to estimate 
the probability of character homology6. The core features of this approach can be 
conceived in Bayesian terms where the prior is the probability of character homology 
given morphological evidence alone, and the posterior is the probability of character 
homology given morphological and developmental evidence combined. The more 
strongly the criteria described above are met (especially informativity), the more the 
posterior is affected by the developmental evidence.

Nevertheless, correlations alone can only provide partial explanations of complex 
causal phenomena: “correlation does not imply causation”. In this particular context, 
it is crucial to recognise that correlations between developmental and morphological 
characters, no matter how strong they might be, cannot be taken as conclusive evi-
dence for a causal relationship between the characters because they could simply be 
spurious. Another shortcoming of this approach that also comes down to its inherent 
non-causality is its weakness in identifying candidate developmental characters, be 
they genes, GRNs, or signalling pathways. It is for these reasons that this approach 
must always be complemented with a causal/mechanistic approach. As argued ear-

6  Probability of character homology and probability of the presence/absence of a character in the last 
common ancestor of a clade are only identical under phylogenetic concepts of homology (Cracraft 2005; 
Patterson 1988). Since they are presented here in a phylogenetic context, it is perfectly sensible to prag-
matically identify one with the other.

Fig. 3 An algorithmic model of integrating developmental and morphological evidence, corresponding 
to the first, correlational level of integration and the application of the three criteria. The last step in the 
process forms the basis of the second, causal/mechanistic level of integration: as homology is suggested 
by the correlational analysis, it can be further confirmed or refuted by experimental evidence, which can 
then feed into further correlational analysis
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lier, the best candidate approach of this kind is the ChIM model discussed above: it 
allows more precise identification of candidate developmental mechanisms underly-
ing morphological characters being studied; and it simultaneously provides causal 
explanations of the relations between the characters, thereby minimising the risk 
of making inferences based on spurious correlations. Thus, the integration of the 
correlational approach with a causal/mechanistic approach is necessary for making 
robust homology inferences (Fig. 3), which in turn both inform and are informed by 
tree inferences to arrive at integrative evolutionary scenarios of biological evolution 
(Nejad Kourki 2021).

Reconstructing the ancestral eumetazoan body plan

In this part of the paper, I will use the example of reconstructing the ancestral eumeta-
zoan body plan as a case where the integrative approach outlined above is highly 
applicable. In doing so, I will both utilise the ChIM approach as well as arguing that 
the eumetazoan body plan ought to be added to the set of phenomena whose homol-
ogy this approach purports to explain (i.e. cell types, simple and complex tissues, and 
organs).

Old debate, limited evidence

The possibility of homology between eumetazoan body plans was recognised as early 
as the early 1800s (Hall 2012), even before Darwin or the precisification of biological 
sameness into the concept of homology. The most notable example of an early evolu-
tionary scenario linking together the basic body plans of the various metazoan taxa, 
however, is to be found in the works of Haeckel who formulated the Blastaea/Gas-
traea hypothesis (Nielsen 2012; Nielsen et al. 2018). According to this hypothesis—
which has survived into modern times in one form or another—the earliest animals 
(the Blastaea stage) had the general body plan of a blastula, and later (the Gastraea 
stage) that of a gastrula. What needs to be emphasised here is that inferring the Blas-
taea and Gastraea stages in phylogeny—i.e. reconstructing ancestral metazoans as 
such—relies virtually exclusively on observations of ontogeny—the developmental 
stages of living animals (the blastula and the gastrula stages). This is the paradigmatic 
case of applying Haeckel’s dictum: “ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny”.

Nevertheless, evidence accrued since Haeckel’s days does not support universal 
application of his dictum7. Furthermore, the historical overreliance on comparative 
embryology to elucidate early metazoan evolution stems in large part from the his-
torical absence of virtually any other source of evidence to fuel research in the area. 
This has changed in recent times by discoveries of fossils from the early Cambrian 
as well as the late-Precambrian (Budd 2015) and advances in analysis and interpreta-
tions of these fossils; as well as the use of developmental genetic methods to discover 

7  Though under certain conditions the dictum does hold: specifically, where the developmental stages are 
serially causally dependent on one another. A notable example where this holds is Richard Prum’s model 
of feather identity and origin (Prum and Brush 2002).
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homology relations between characters found in animals belonging to disparate taxa. 
As the impact of modern palaeontology on this debate is beyond the scope of this 
paper, I will only discuss the impact of developmental genetics, especially in relation 
to the ChIM model and the integrative approach.

The mother of all organs: the ancestral eumetazoan body

The ancestral eumetazoan body plan

The clade Eumetazoa is comprised by at least the two major clades Bilateria and 
Cnidaria and, somewhat more contentiously, the Ctenophora (Dunn et al. 2008; Lau-
mer et al. 2019; Pisani et al. 2015; Zhao et al. 2019); the only living non-eumetazoan 
animals are the sponges (Porifera) and Placozoa. Given the uncertain phylogenetic 
placement of ctenophores and the uncertainty about the homology of their body plans 
to those of bilaterians and cnidarians, I will only focus on the latter two here. Bilateria 
includes the majority of animal phyla, such as the well-known chordates, arthropods, 
molluscs, annelids, and flatworms; as well as the somewhat obscure kinorhynchs, 
hemichordates, loriciferans, and priapulids—just to name a few (Nielsen 2019). Cni-
darians are subdivided into two major clades: Anthozoa and Medusozoa. Sea anemo-
nes and numerous species of corals belong to Anthozoa, while jellyfish, other corals, 
the classic model organism Hydra, and the notorious Portuguese man-of-war belong 
to Medusozoa.

Even though there is a vast diversity of derived body plans to be found across 
the bilaterian and cnidarian phyla, virtually all of them share a conserved stage in 
their early development: the gastrula. Furthermore, both anthozoans and bilaterians 
exhibit bilateral symmetry, and recent evidence suggests that bilateral symmetry is 
in fact ancestral to the last common ancestor of Cnidaria and Bilateria (DuBuc et al. 
2018; Genikhovich et al. 2015; Genikhovich and Technau 2017; Nielsen et al. 2018); 
this implies secondary radialisation of medusozoans—supported by their highly 
derived genomes (Gold et al. 2019). Crucially, developmental genetics reveals the 
conserved utilisation of specific signalling pathways—namely the canonical Wnt 
and canonical BMP pathways (Genikhovich et al. 2015; Genikhovich and Technau 
2017; Niehrs 2010) in the spatial specification of the gastrula stage. The interactions 
between the two signalling centres and their associated signal/ligand gradients gives 
rise to a three-dimensional coordinate system which in turn underlies the formation 
of a bilateral body plan through the movement of cell layers and differentiation of 
tissues in the embryo (DuBuc et al. 2018; Eivers et al. 2009; Niehrs 2010; Wijesena 
et al. 2017), aided by the conserved spatiotemporal expression of transcription fac-
tors, especially homeobox genes, which function in patterning along the resulting 
body axes.

The origin of organ ChIMs

The utilisation of conserved signalling pathways linked with conserved spatiotem-
poral expression of transcription factors features in the ChIM model as constituting 
the kind of ChIM that underlies organs (DiFrisco et al. 2020). A paradigmatic exam-
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ple is the development of the vertebrate limb, which utilises the BMP and Wnt signal-
ling pathways as well as additional ones such as FGF signalling and the expression 
of homeobox genes to achieve a three-dimensional organisation strongly reminiscent 
of the eumetazoan body plan itself (Fig. 4). The similarities between organs and the 
body plan do not end here. While both are conserved both at the morphological level 
and at the ChIM level, thereby constituting a character with an individuated identity, 
they also both vary with respect to their character states: in the case of vertebrate 
limbs (and similarly the highly similar but most likely convergent arthropod limbs) 
these include fins, arms, legs, wings, etc.; in the case of the body plan, these include 
the diverse phylotypic stages of various bilaterians as well as the somewhat divergent 
anthozoan body plan (discussed below). In further accordance with the ChIM model, 
the developmental processes upstream of the gastrula stage is highly variable: the 
exact process of gastrulation is highly clade-dependent and ranges from the relatively 
straightforward invagination in numerous taxa to the highly derived and complex 
ingression.

The significance of this deep similarity between the eumetazoan body plan and a 
paradigmatic bilaterian organ (the limb) is that it strongly suggests the co-option of 
the gastrula ChIM in the emergence of bilaterian organs—at least the vertebrate and 
arthropod limbs but possibly other organs which utilise similar signalling pathways 
in a conserved spatiotemporal manner. This in turns allows the explanation of the 
emergence of eumetazoan (especially bilaterian) complexity in terms of the emer-

Fig. 4 Interaction between Wnt 
and BMP signalling gradients in 
the early embryo of a cnidarian, 
giving rise to a bilateral body 
plan in later stages, represent-
ing (as a proxy) the ancestral 
eumetazoan; modified from (Ge-
nikhovich and Technau 2017)
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gence and repeated co-option and subsequent divergence of conserved mechanisms 
present in the last eumetazoan common ancestor, as well as providing an example 
of the explanatory value of the ChIM model in the case of early animal evolution, 
expanding the original set of explananda (cell types, tissues, and organs). By doing 
so, it also paves the way for testing more specific hypotheses surrounding the evolu-
tion of the various eumetazoan body plans. I will now describe one such hypothesis8.

Which end is which: the integrative approach to axis homology

The eumetazoan body plan is a character identity that comes in variable states. Nota-
bly, the homology relations between the bilaterian and anthozoan body axes are still 
unresolved, leaving room for effective developmental evidence: according to one 
hypothesis, the oral-aboral (OA) axis of Anthozoa (as well as Medusozoa and Cte-
nophora) is homologous to the bilaterian antero-posterior (AP) axis, and the antho-
zoan directive axis is homologous to the bilaterian dorso-ventral (DV) axis. This 
hypothesis rests primarily on the position of the blastopore and the extension of the 
gastric cavity/canal along the OA axis in Cnidaria and the AP axis in Bilateria. It is 
furthermore supported at the developmental genetic level by the shared utilisation of 
the cWnt pathway in specifying the OA and AP axes, and the cBMP pathway in spec-
ifying the directive and DV axes (Genikhovich and Technau 2017; Niehrs 2010)—
both amounting to homology of developmental characters and therefore admissibility 
of the developmental evidence.

The alternative hypothesis is that the cnidarian OA axis is in fact homologous 
to the bilaterian DV axis, and the bilaterian AP axis is homologous to the antho-
zoan directive axis (Genikhovich and Technau 2017; Nielsen et al. 2018) (recall that 
medusozoans lack—and have most likely secondarily lost—the directive axis and are 
therefore radially symmetric). Based on morphological evidence alone, this hypoth-
esis is harder to defend because it implies the detachment of the site of gastrulation/
position of the blastopore/direction of gastric cavity from the DV axis in bilaterians. 
Regardless, this is precisely what developmental genetic evidence suggests: the cWnt 
signalling maximum is strongly associated with the site of gastrulation, which is in 
fact quite variable across Bilateria—sometimes posterior, sometimes anterior, and 
sometimes ventral—and is therefore not directly informative for inferring the homol-
ogy of body axes. The cBMP signalling gradient invariably lies perpendicular to the 
cWnt signalling gradient across bilaterians and anthozoans studied so far probably 
due to their joint role in specifying a three-dimensional bilaterian body plan and is 
therefore only as informative as the cWnt signalling. Nevertheless, the linear expres-
sion of homeobox genes is conserved across both clades (and therefore admissible) 
and is strongly associated with the bilaterian AP axis as well as the anthozoan direc-
tive axis, making it the only informative developmental genetic character for infer-
ring the homology of body axes between the two clades.

8  It is worth noting that the homology of the gastrula stage does not imply the existence of a “Gastraea” 
stage in evolution—only that the last common eumetazoan ancestor also had a gastrula stage in its ontog-
eny, which is distinct from it corresponding to the adult form of this organism: Haeckel’s dictum is not 
vindicated.
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Thus, while clear empirical evidence is needed for the substantiation of this 
hypothesis, viewing it in light of the integrative framework proposed in this paper 
provides a clear way in which such evidence can be utilised for inferring the homol-
ogy of body axes between Bilateria and Anthozoa. With respect to the three levels of 
integration, the example used here corresponds mainly to the first, correlational level: 
evidence is first shown to be potentially effective, then admissible, and then informa-
tive. Though the sketch provided here can certainly be enhanced by empirical data 
and statistical analyses, it does point towards and pave the way for the identification 
of developmental characters underlying the eumetazoan body plan corresponding to 
the second, causal/mechanistic level of integration.

Conclusions

To summarise, we have seen how over-emphasising the importance of approaches 
leaning too strongly towards either pure comparative morphology or developmental 
genetics is counter-productive to inferring homology relations and by consequence 
constructing evolutionary scenarios that most accurately reflect the actual history of 
life on Earth; and, using the example of the eumetazoan body plan, how an encom-
passing approach that integrates evidence and methodology at the three levels of 
analysis discussed above can resolve this issue, in large part by relying on the best 
mechanistic approach to homology proposed so far—namely the ChIM model. It 
would be interesting to see if a more generalised integrative approach of this kind—
i.e. one that algorithmically progresses from less to more inclusive levels of anal-
ysis—could be potentially useful in answering questions such as how to integrate 
molecular and morphological phylogenies and even linguistic and biological phy-
logenies in the case of recent human evolution. Such an approach could start with 
assessing one kind of evidence independently (e.g. morphological), and then attempt 
integration of the kind suggested here with another relevant kind of evidence (e.g. 
developmental genetic) and move on to integrate the result (e.g. character homol-
ogy) with another kind of evidence (e.g. molecular phylogenetics) to arrive at a more 
inclusive scenario (e.g. pattern of evolution of character across clades). It would also 
be interesting to see whether it could be applicable even outside of evolutionary sci-
ence and whether it might have any bearing on the broader philosophy of science.

This is not to say that this approach and the ChIM model on which it relies are 
free from limitations. Most notably, in their current form they do not make any strong 
attempt to incorporate relevant extrinsic factors such as ecological pressures and cer-
tain intrinsic factors such as physico-chemical constraints on characters in the study 
of homology, and the ChIM model has difficulty capturing morphological traits that 
do not obviously have a ChIM and are rather “by-products” of other ChIMs, such as 
the human chin (DiFrisco, 2020; DiFrisco et al. 2020)—though this criticism could 
be avoided by claiming that these are not proper characters, as per Lewontin and 
Gould’s original argument (Gould and Lewontin 1979). Nonetheless, the ChIM model 
has notable merits besides those discussed above, including retaining the explanatory 
strengths of the ChIN model and extending its breadth of scope, as well as providing 
more than one “handle for homology”—which means their homology (not homology 
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of the characters they underlie) can be assessed by several means, which allows for 
utilising different such means in different situations. Perhaps most importantly to the 
philosophy of biology and more generally philosophy of science, the ChIM approach 
is strictly a model rather than an account of homology, thereby effectively avoiding 
the decades-old quarrel over what homology is and instead focusing on how it could 
be explained under various circumstances. My hope is that this powerful approach 
can be efficiently integrated with phylogenetic practice under the model proposed in 
this paper.

Finally, it is worth noting that much of the confusion surrounding the relation 
between morphological traits and developmental genetic traits, often reflected in the 
idea of a “genotype-phenotype map” (Stadler and Stadler 2006), likely stems from a 
philosophical outlook that I call “reductionist functionalism”, inspired by Griesemer 
(Griesemer 2001, 2006). Functionalism in this sense roughly refers to an emphasis 
on the function of genes in organismal development, which often leads to a kind of 
reductionism whereby genes are taken to be the principal—if not the sole—bearers 
of biological explanation, as can be found in the works of Dawkins (Dawkins 1982, 
2016), among others. The antidote to this general outlook might well lie in the rec-
ognition of the autonomy of morphological characters—i.e. recognising their quasi-
independent identities and evolutionary trajectories that enable them to be definable 
without necessary recourse to underlying levels—and the often highly complex 
developmental processes underlying them, as well as other relevant factors such as 
those mentioned in the previous paragraph. The integrative approach outlined in this 
paper seeks to achieve precisely such a recognition in the hopes of a more holistic, 
perspectivalist, and overall organismic approach to the study of the history of life on 
Earth.
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